
Complaint # TYPE DATE LOCATION OF COMPLAINT Company Named Time R'cd From Description Temp. Wind Direction Wind Speed Precipitation Investigated Conclusion Inspector Comments
20 Dust 04/02/12 36th & L St. Concrete Company 12:00 Phone Dust blowing across interstate  

causing a safety hazard, not to 
mention a helath hazard.

87.0 F S 13.0 mph None Yes Closed Inspector visited the site for ConReCo and Ready Mix.  
Ready Mix was not operating and ConReCo was 
operating with some excessive dust.  Inspector spoke 
with a representative of ConReCo and reminded her of 
the duties that ConReCo has to operate by.  Asked for 
a water truck to pay a visit from the site.

25 Odor 05/10/12 34th & F Street None Provided 10:15 Phone Strong odor like "spoiled meat" 68.0 F None Yes Closed Inspector responded to the complaintant by visiting the 
site about 12:30 PM.  At that time the odor had 
dissipated.  No upset conditions from industries were 
reported.  Inspector will follow up with the resident and 
offer them the option of a SUMMA canister.  

29 Odor 05/18/12 3602 Vinton St Furniture refinisher 14:15 Phone Fumes from the furniture refinisher 
are coming into the resident's 
home

91 F SSE 17.5 mph None Yes Closed Inspector visited the site about 2:45 PM.  Three people 
were working on staining cabinets with a rub on stain 
and they had the garage door to the workspace 
opened.  I spoke with John Barton, who is not the 
owner as the owner was not present but did speak up 
first.  I explained to him that they must do everything 
reasonable to keep odors inside and that when they are 
spraypainting, which they do sometimes, they must also 
be working to keep particulate inside.  Keeping the door 
open does not fit this description.  They closed the 
doors before I left the site.  I left the information about 
how to contace OAQC with any questions for the 
owner.  

31 Odor 05/25/12 4436 S 24 None Provided 13:06 Phone Mechanics garage behind building, 
strong odor of paint and lacquer

68.0 F NNE 15.0 mph None Yes Closed Inspector followed up on 6/5.  The given address does 
not exist.  Inspector spoke with the owner of 4428 S 
24th which is the last address on the 4400 block of S 
24th St.  There is one mechanic near there but they 
don't paint.  OAQC checked for a 4436 N. 24th St but 
that was also not an existing address.  

32 Odor 05/29/12 22nd and U None Provided 14:07 Phone Smell of burnt leather or fur, sour 75.0 F WNW 16.1 mph None Yes Closed Arrived on scene at about 16:00. By that time the odor 
had dissipated / no unusual odors were detected.
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